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Broke DJs (SuckMyBreaks)

Broke DJ's is the amalgamation of two blokes from London who share a love for intelligent drums and
ruffneck bass. Logan & Jim have been producing and DJ'ing for the last 4 years and have a distinctive
sound which has been refined through many late nights and messy studio sessions. 

Breakbeat inspired both to get involed in a scene and make their mark however they endever to produce
almost any tune from any genre. Currently Broke DJS have produced Breaks, Electro, Dubstep, Hip
Hop, DNB and Chill out and are ever striving to push the boundaries of their musical prowess. With a
catalogue of over 30 tracks and a double A side soon to be released on Itunes they are reaching their
goals and beyond. Broke DJS have also collaborated with such names as Ltd Edition, MC Drops &
Three4Ten.

Since 2005 Broke DJS have been working on their live capabilities and are confident in their original
style of mixing blending Dubstep, Breaks and DNB. Drawing influence from The Scratch Perverts, The
Freestylers, Ctrl Z, Pendulum, Noisia, Foreign Beggars & many more, each event they play at is a
differerent experience. Standarly they play on 4 decks and 2 mixers minimum and have played at events
across the UK such as The Old Firestation, Drumfunk, Cutting Wax Urban Music Festival, Orchaestrash
and Ambush to list a few. They have been support acts for such people as Bad Company, Skream,
Markomen, Transit Mafia, Sabre, DJ X-Rated, Rahzel, Shy FX, DJ Zinc, Utah Jazz, Dynamite MC,
D'Jackal, Slackshot, A-Wax, Dom Almond, DJ Vice & Kid Chameleon. 

In May 2007 Broke DJS took part in Hot Property Competition on the South Coast and stormed to 1st
place with their quick fire set on a 4 deck 2 mixer setup at The Old Firestation in Bournemouth. Broke
DJS have also featured in an article on upcoming talent on the south coast in Nerve Magazine giving
them a full page interview.

Broke DJS also currently host two radio shows, the first is a weekly radio show called Broke DJS
Present : Suck My Breaks, on NSB Radio, The second is for USA based radio Nubreaks which they do
on rotation with hardwired.

2007 has been a busy year with even more big projects on the horizon and plans to push their sound to
everybody, everywhere. They will not rest until they have achieved total world domination!
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